What is rule of thumb? - Definition from WhatIs.com Definition of rule of thumb: Formula or observation accepted (1) generally as practical knowledge based on experience (although not as a scientific law), or (2) as a guideline, idea, or principle that helps you make decisions. Arrive early is a good rule of thumb for most appointments. 21 Rules Of Thumb Every Adult Should Know - Cracked.com 14 May 2018. Financial rules of thumb provide helpful shortcuts for making quick calculations and decisions. Here are 18 of the must useful financial rules of Urban Dictionary: rule of thumb cards 11 Solid Rules of Thumb for Adult Life Mental Floss 20 Jul 2011. We read an email about the supposed etymology of the phrase rule of thumb, linking it to an old law about wife beating. As the myth goes, Rule of thumb Define Rule of thumb at Dictionary.com 16 Oct 2017. In a world that expects to welcome another 3 billion people to the middle class in the new few decades, eating more sustainably will be key. RulesofThumb.org - Homepage 12 Jun 2018. But there are some rules that a thumb can tell you if you are on the right track. Mint spoke to financial planners to understand some ball park images for Rules of Thumb Definition of rule of thumb. 1: a method of procedure based on experience and common sense. 2: a general principle regarded as roughly correct but not intended to be scientifically accurate. 101 Rules of Thumb for Low Energy Architecture: Amazon.co.uk Leave all your worries and weariness at the door and find rejuvenation waiting for you at Rule of Thumb. Newly opened in March 2014, Rule of Thumb is your Microwave101 Microwave Rules of Thumb It's not always easy in these lean economic times to budget your money. But by following a few rules of thumb and budgeting tips, you might be surprised how Rules of Thumb: A Life Manual: Tom Parker: 9780761150732. The English phrase rule of thumb refers to a principle with broad application that is not intended to be strictly accurate or reliable for every situation. It refers to an easily learned and easily applied procedure or standard, based on practical experience rather than theory. An American friend has suggested that the term rule of thumb, a general principle developed through experiential rather than scientific means. As a rule of thumb, I move my houseplants outside in May. Going by a rule of What is rule of thumb? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com 14 May 2018. Financial rules of thumb provide helpful shortcuts for making quick calculations and decisions. Here are 18 of the most useful financial rules of Urban Dictionary: rule of thumb cards 11 Solid Rules of Thumb for Adult Life Mental Floss Rules of Thumb: 52 Truths for Winning at Business Without Losing Your Self [Alan M. Webber] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. 18 useful financial rules of thumb - Get Rich Slowly Trends Ecolog Evol. 2004 Mar;19(3):121-6. Rules of thumb for judging ecological theories. Ginzburg LR(1), Jensen CX. Author information: (1)Department of User Interface Design Guidelines: 10 Rules of Thumb Interaction. A rule of thumb is a guideline heuristic that provides simplified advice regarding a particular subject. rule of thumb Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Alan Webber's wise words give guidance and hope in a world gone upside down. Incisive and practical, timely and timeless, he is a mentor of the highest Rule of thumb - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Rule of thumb definition, a general or approximate principle, procedure, or rule based on experience or practice, as opposed to a specific, scientific calculation. Rules of Thumb: 52 Truths for Winning at Business Without Losing. 6 days ago. This article will teach you how to follow the ten rules of thumb in your design work so you can further improve the usability, utility, and Rule of thumb - Wikipedia Cherry Moloney, applied geographer, Tydac Technologies Corporation, Arlington, Virginia (LR) Legacy Rule of Thumb from previously published collections Rule Of Thumb - Investopedia rule of thumb. C1 a practical and approximate way of doing or measuring something; A good rule of thumb is that a portion of rice is two handfuls. Where does rule of thumb come from? Not legalized wife beating. Another theory notes that English royal banquet plate setters used the distance of their thumbs to equally space each plate from the table edge. The erroneous 4 rules of thumb on how much you should save, borrow and invest. 13 Nov 1999. Q From Eric J Michelsen in the USA, Frank Conway in Winnipeg, Canada, and several others: I'd like to know what the term rule of thumb Rules of Thumb, inc.: Welcome What's the meaning of the phrase Rule of thumb ?. A means of estimation made according to a rough and ready practical rule, not based on science or exact Rule of Thumb Rule of Thumb An American friend has suggested that the term rule of thumb derives from an archaic English law forbidding a man from beating his wife with anything thicker. rule of thumb - Wiktionary The origin of the phrase rule of thumb is debatable; some say it was once a man's right to beat his wife with a stick no wider in diameter than his thumb. Sadly Rules of Thumb - Alan M. Webber - Hardcover 8 May 2017. Adulting can be really, really hard. There s all these rules and society norms a person has to stick to just to be taken semi-seriously -- who could